Dinosaurs

December 18-22, 2017
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Taking A Walk And Tallying The Different Vehicles

During large group time in the afternoon, the Dino’s had an interesting experience. We
went on a walk around the neighborhood to see the different kinds of cars driving on the
road. On our walk Olivia pointed our a truck and said “My family drives a car like that”
When the Dinosaurs returned to the classroom we did shared writing and discussion on
the many cars we saw on our walk that afternoon. The Dino’s each had a chance to make a
tally mark underneath the pictures of different cars they saw. This activity promotes
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cognitive development, language, literacy, math and physical development.

Why Do We Have Roads?
For one afternoon Large Group this week, the Dinosaurs did a Shared Writing. The
Dino’s teacher asked the children to come up to the board and one by one we asked
them “Why do we have roads?” Riley said, “without them we can’t go to school or
home.” Alexandra said, “if we didn’t have roads we wouldn’t be able to go
anywhere”. This activity promotes literacy, language and cognitive development.
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Matching Letters

To help the Dinosaurs in learning their letters, the teachers had the children identify
the first letter in their name. First, they were asked to find their “special” letter. Then,
we pronounced that letter and asked if their letter could make any other sounds. We
noticed that Stella starts with a /s/ sound. We also looked at the shape of our letters
and how it was made up of straight and curved lines. Then, the children continued by
tracing the letters with their fingers. The Dinos really enjoyed recognizing the letters
of their names.
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Important updates:
As a reminder, MCCA Park Street will be closed on
December 25, December 26, December 27 and
January 1!
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